### Hardcover
1. Lessons in Chemistry  
   Bonnie Garmus, Doubleday, $29, 97803855547345
2. Demon Copperhead  
   Barbara Kingsolver, Harper, $32.50, 9780063251922
3. The Covenant of Water  
   Abraham Verghese, Grove Press, $32, 9780802162175
4. Happy Place  
   Emily Henry, Berkley, $27, 9780593441275
5. The Five-Star Weekend  
   Elin Hilderbrand, Little, Brown, $30, 9780316258777
6. Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow  
   Gabrielle Zevin, Knopf, $28, 9780593321201
7. Yellowface  
   R. F. Kuang, Morrow, $30, 9780063250833
8. Remarkably Bright Creatures  
   Shelby Van Pelt, Ecco, $29.99, 9780063204157
9. Zero Days  
   Ruth Ware, Gallery/Scout Press, $29.99, 9781982155292
10. Horse  
    Geraldine Brooks, Viking, $28, 9780399562969
    Brandon Sanderson, Tor Books, $29.99, 9781250899675
12. The Only One Left  
    Riley Sager, Dutton, $28, 9780593183229
13. Lady Tan’s Circle of Women  
    Lisa See, Scribner, $28, 9781982117085
14. I Am Homeless If This Is Not My Home  
    Lorrie Moore, Knopf, $27, 9780307594143
15. Hello Beautiful  
    Ann Napolitano, The Dial Press, $28, 9780593243732

### Paperback
1. Trust  
   Hernan Diaz, Riverhead Books, $17, 9780593420324
2. The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo  
   Taylor Jenkins Reid, Washington Square Press, $17, 9781501161933
3. Love, Theoretically  
   Ali Hazelwood, Berkley, $17, 9780593336861
4. The Midnight Library  
   Matt Haig, Penguin, $18, 9780525559498
5. A Court of Thorns and Roses  
   Sarah J. Maas, Bloomsbury Publishing, $19, 9781635575569
6. It Ends with Us  
   Colleen Hoover, Atria, $16.99, 9781501110368
7. Too Late: Definitive Edition  
   Colleen Hoover, Grand Central, $18.99, 9781538756591
8. Meet Me at the Lake  
   Carley Fortune, Berkley, $18, 9780593438558
9. A World of Curiosities  
   Louise Penny, Minotaur, $19, 9781250145307
10. Beach Read  
    Emily Henry, Berkley, $16, 9781984806734
11. Famous in a Small Town  
    Viola Shipman, Graydon House, $18.99, 9781525804854
12. The Silent Patient  
    Alex Michaelides, Celadon Books, $17.99, 9781250301703
13. People We Meet on Vacation  
    Emily Henry, Berkley, $16, 9781984806758
14. The Maid  
   Nita Prose, Ballantine, $18, 9780593356173
15. Icebreaker  
    Hannah Grace, Atria Books, $17.99, 9781668026038